Route 29 Corridor Implementation Assistance Program Planworks
Campbell County, Virginia
FIGURE NUMBER: 3 - 1
Solution Set 3: Economic Development

LEGEND
- Study Area
- Parcel Boundary
- Future Shared-use Right-In/Right-out Driveway (No Left Turn)
- Extend Left-turn Lane
- Install Left-Turn Lane (Limited Access)
- Install Left-turn Lane
- Extend Left-turn Lane (Limited Access)
- Crossover Closure - does not meet spacing standard
- Extend Right-turn Lane
- Install Right-turn Lane
- No Left Turn
- Flashing Yellow
- New Signal
- Speed Limit Change
- Combined access points
- Two Way Left Turn Lane
- Continuous Right Turn Lane
- Shared-Use Path
- Sidewalk

This concept/drawing is for transportation planning purposes only and has been developed to assist the local government in the concept generation and preservation of rights of way during local comprehensive planning processes. It is not to be regarded as final design location. Additional project-level environmental studies of alternatives may be necessary.
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